1. Littlewood and Offord [l] have shown that for "almost all" entire functions of finite order p>0, the surface u = log+ |/(x4-iy) | in the three-dimensional x, y, w-space is like a bowl, i.e. outside small pits near the zeros, u is of order of magnitude of log M(r, f) where M(r,f) = Snp \f(z)\. It is not hard to see that these conditions can be satisfied in such a way that N(r) is of the order of magnitude r" for any assigned positive number p.
2. We show now that for (rn_ir")1/2g \z\ =r^rn,
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Also, for k>n, by (2) and (3) I *A*|m
By (7) and (8) (10) I>g|l-(VzH =0(ra); *-i by (9), (11) £ log I 1 -(*/r*)"*| =0(1).
follows from (10), (11) and (4).
For rnS \z\ =r ^(r"rn+i)1/2, one has (12) log | fiz) | = (1 + o(l))A(r) + log | 1 -(f/r0-1 (r-* *).
It follows from (6) and (12) that (13) log 1/00 | ~2V(r)
as z-><» in any manner outside small circles round the zeros of 1 -(z/^)"1". It is enough to choose the radii of these circles equal to (r"/mn)-exp(-e"-A(r")) = r" (say)
where e"->0 as ra->a>. For [ 1 -(z/rn)*"™! exceeds \Tn-mn-irn)~l outside the circular neighborhoods of the zeros when ra is large enough.
3. By placing more stringent conditions on the moduli of the zeros of f(z), it is possible to relax the symmetrical distribution of their arguments without destroying (13).
Suppose that in addition to the conditions (2), (3) and (4) If m = n -1, then, by (14) 'r_2 rrk <!£} rm -rk i>n--> n --
Also, by (16) and (14) we have ._ /ra + IV > -A IZ (-r-) = 00).
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